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Kerala is extensively sanctified by natureâ€™s best creation due to which it has been exceptionally
acknowledged as Godâ€™s own country. Nowhere else in the world is such a place which is replete with
natureâ€™s bounty in all its forms and myriads of tourist attractions some of which is the spectacular
Arabian Sea elegantly housing an eternal coast, serene backwaters, Western Ghats, mesmerizing
hill stations and much more. Besides housing an extensive range of bewitching natural splendor
Kerala is supposed to be the only state in India which endows 100% literacy rate and is one of the
cleanest state of India being acknowledged as a place with the cleanest beaches. 

Every destination of Kerala bestows some or the other distinctive feature which attract or please its
visitors with world class natural beauty at the backdrop. Kerala exclusively shelters distinct
characteristics within its single territory which otherwise found in distant parts of the world. Kerala is
extensively renowned for housing the mesmerizing charm of exotic backwaters lined up with tall
palm and coconut trees, pristine beaches with constantly rising waves flirting with the golden sand,
striking wildlife inhabiting amidst its natural surroundings , paddy fields swaying under the sun. The
beauty of this enchanting state just cannot be described in words beside its sheer natural grandeur
the place is exceptionally rich in arts, traditions and culture which is reflected in its festivals, the
heritage, different exquisite edifices and religious shrines which adorns the place.

Kerala embodies the rich culture of south India through its unique customs and ethnicity as well as
traditional way of living. The place hosts the most alluring destinations with myriad attractions to
please and excite its visitors. The place exceptionally serves as the best tourist destination in the
whole of south India providing a brief introduction to the whole south Indian community. Kerala tour
packages serves as the means to make you familiar with this enthralling destination of south India
which acts as a gem to Indiaâ€™s tourism. Kerala tour packages holds the best of specialized tours
which highlights the prime aspects and attractions of Kerala and accommodate you to make your
Kerala holidays the best vacation of your life. One can endure the best of Keralaâ€™s alluring
destinations and its glory in its full form through Kerala tour packages. Kerala tour packages even
comprises tours which are categorized according to their special interest such as beach tours,
houseboat and backwater etc. beside the Kerala tour packages we even constitute varied Kerala
holidays packages and Kerala holiday tours which are paired with other prominent south India tour
making your south India holidays more exciting and exhilarating.  One can even tailor made their
tour to Kerala and even customize their itinerary according to their interest by which you can travel
to Kerala according to your requirements making your Kerala holidays a better experience.
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Aloktrch - About Author:
Alok is a traveler and he has great interest to share his experiences about travel and vacation in
India. You can understand to India better by all the articles published by him. Culture Holidays India
Pvt. Ltd. one of the leading Travel and Tourism Company in India which are offers you a Kerala
holidays & also a South India tour for your beautiful vacation in South India.
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